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Abstract. This paper aims to detect multi features of a facial sketch by using a
novel approach. The detection of multi features of facial sketch has been
conducted by several researchers, but they mainly considered frontal face
sketches as object samples. In fact, the detection of multi features of facial sketch
with certain angle is very important to assist police for describing the criminal’s
face, when criminal’s face only appears on certain angle. Integration of the
maximum line gradient value enhancement and the level set methods was
implemented to detect facial features sketches with tilt angle to 15
degrees. However, these methods tend to move towards non features when there
are a lot of graffiti around the shape. To overcome this weakness, the author
proposes a novel approach to move the shape by adding a parameter to control
the movement based on enhancement of the adaptive shape variants average
values with 8 movement directions. The experimental results show that the
proposed method can improve the detection accuracy up to 92.74%.
Keywords: control of the shape movement; enhancement of the adaptive shape variants
average values; eight movement directions; facial sketch multi features.
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Introduction

Biometrics is one part of the digital image processing used to identify a person
through physical and behavioral characteristics. Currently, researches related to
biometrics, such as face recognition [1]-[5], facial sketch features detection
[6],[7], face tracking [8], face alignment and analysis [9], face sketch synthesis
and recognition [10]-[13], and facial features detection [14]-[17] are gaining
significant attentions. Facial features are one of deformable object detection as
the face has thousands model when its expression is changed. The result of
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facial features detection is influenced by several factors such as facial pose,
distance between camera and face, exposure, facial expression, difference of
image modality between the training and the testing set.
Multiple facial sketch detection has been conducted by using the different
modality, photograph as the training set and face sketch as testing set. “The
maximum line gradient method” has been proven capable to detect multi feature
of the hatching face sketch, but this method has limitation as shapes always
move to the maximum line gradient. If the maximum line gradient value feature
is less around the hatch, the shapes will move away of the corresponding
feature. To improve this method “the pyramid parameter model method” has
been proposed [6], the experimental results show that multi feature detection of
face sketch obtained up to 93.3% of accuracy. However, this method has also a
weakness, the shape cannot move to the corresponding features when it lies on
the same gradation. Both “The maximum line gradient method” and “the
pyramid parameter model method” use frontal view face sketch as testing set. If
the hatching face sketch with tilt up to about 15 degrees is tested, then the result
detection obtained less than 80%. On further development, “integrating the
maximum line gradient value improvement and the level Set method variation”
has been tested by using the hatching face sketch with tilt up to about 15
degrees and experimental results show that detection accuracy obtained is 89%
[7]. The weakness of this method is caused by the presence of hatches around
the feature that are considered as new objects so corresponding feature of the
shape cannot be found. To overcome this limitation, we propose a new approach
to improve the shape movement through the addition of the adaptive shape
variants average value by using eight directions. Principally, our proposed
method makes improvement simultaneous landmark movement based on
previous movement. Improvement of landmarks is conducted by considering
eight directions.

2

Proposed Method

In this research, 8 stages will be used to detect multi features of face sketch i.e.
adjustment of translation and rotation, improvement of landmark initialization,
dimensionality reduction by using principal component analysis, creating image
gradation, improvement of the maximum line gradient method, the shape
movement, integrating the level set method variation and improvement of
maximum line gradient method to detect multi features (the first movement),
and the adaptive shape variants average values with eight directions model to
control shape movement (second movement), as seen in Figure 1. Training set
used in this research is face images, whereas testing set used is hatching face
sketches. For both training and testing set, images used are frontal with
tolerance for limited side movement and limited tilt up to about 15 degrees.
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Figure 1 Framework system of our proposed method.

2.1

Adjustment of Translation and Rotation [7]

If m represents number of training set, training set is represented by using
f(x, y), number of landmarks is symbolized by using n, index training set is
represented by using j, whereas i represents landmark index, then landmarks
position of the training set can be expressed by using the following equation:
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(1)

Principally, Eq. (1) will be used to obtain landmark initialization by adjustment
of translation and rotation [7]. It is important to locate a shape close to the
corresponding features. The closer the distance between the shape and the
corresponding features, the higher accuracy can be achieved. The translation
and rotation adjustment are sequence process used to obtain new landmark of
training set. This process is begun by counting landmark average values for
each training set and followed by calculating zero mean. The translation and
rotation adjustment can be expressed by using the following equation:

 j ,i   j ,i  m j

(2)

n/2



j ,i

1

 xt j ,i 

where m j 
and  j ,i  tan

n/2
 yt j ,i 
To achieve the middle point, it is necessary to calculate the value of xtpj,I and
xtpj,I by using the following equation:
j 1

xtp j ,i  r j ,i * cos( j ,i )

(3)

ytp j ,i  r j ,i * sin( j ,i )

(4)

In this case r j ,i  ( xt i ) 2  ( yt i ) 2 , xt j ,i  xt j ,i  xt j and yt j ,i  yt j ,i  yt j

2.2

Improvement of Landmark Initialization [7]

A landmark initialization position can be determined by using the following
equation:
XLI i  XP  σx i   .x i

(5)

YLI i  YP  σy i   .y i

(6)

In this case,  represents adjustment constant value of the shape initialization.
XP and YP represent landmark average for xtp and ytp respectively, whereas
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xtp and ytp are the middle point of Eq. (3) and (4). σx i and σy i represent
landmark variation average values of Eq. (1). Symbols of xi and
y i represent zero mean middle point [7].

2.3

Dimensionality Reduction by Using the Principal Component
Analysis Method

To reduce dimension of the training set features, it is necessary to compose new
matrix as combining xtp and ytp values by using the following equation:
 xp1,1
 xp
2,1
XYP  
 .......

 px m,1

xp1, 2

.......

xp I,n yp1,1

px 2,2

......... xp 2,n yp 2,1

.......
px m,2

......... ........ .......
......... xp m.n yp m,1

yp1, 2

yp1,n 
yp 2, 2 ........ yp 2,n 
........ ........ ....... 

yp m, 2 ........ yp m,n 
.......

(7)

To simplify the calculation, Eq. (7) can be re-written in the following equation:
 xyp1,1
 xyp
2 ,1
XYP  
 .......

 xyp m,1

xyp1, 2
xyp 2, 2
.......
xyp m, 2

. . . . . . . xyp I,n
......... xyp 2,n
......... ........
......... xyp m.n

xyp1,n 1
yp 2,n 1
.......
yp m,n 1

xyp1,n  2
yp 2,n  2
........
yp m,n  2

....... yp1, 2 n 
........ yp 2, 2 n 
........ ....... 

........ yp m, 2 n 

(8)

If 2n=s, then Eq. (8) can be changed in the following equation:
 xyp1,1
 xyp
2,1
XYP  
 .......

 xypm,1

xyp1,2
xyp2,2
.......
xypm, 2

xypI,s 
xyps 
......... ........ 

......... xypm.s 
.......
.........

(9)

In this case s>>m and s represents landmark dimension, m represents number of
training set. Based on Eq. (9), landmark average for all images can be computed
by using the following equation:

i 

1 m
 xyp j ,i
m j 1

(10)

Covariance value of can be derived from Eq. (9) and (10). It can be calculated
by using the following equation:
c

1
( xyp j ,i   j ,i )( xyp j ,i   j ,i )T
m

(11)
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To obtained eigenvalue and eigenvector, they can be computed by using the
following equation:
c    I
( I  c )  0

(12)

Det (  I  c )  0

The results of Eq. (12) represents eigenvector () and eigenvalue ().
Eigenvalue of  sorted in descending order and the corresponding eigenvector
value of  adjust to the eigenvalue of .

2.4

Creating Image Gradation

To simultaneously move shape toward the corresponding features, it is
necessary to create image gradation. It can be conducted by using the first
derivative followed by calculating the moving average value pixel surrounding
neighbor. The most important thing is how many iterations the moving average
value pixel with its neighbors is conducted. If number of iterations is performed
too large, then the shape will move to incorrect area. Otherwise, the shape
cannot move toward the corresponding features. Figure 2 show the result of
image gradation using different iteration from the first row (left to right) and the
second row (left to right), i.e. 2, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 iterations respectively. If
greater number of iterations is used, a greater gradient is obtained. To obtain an
image gradation, the Sobel operator is used. It contains the horizontal and
vertical gradient as seen in the following equation:

 1 0 1 
1 2 1


Gx   2 0 2  and G y   0 0 0 
 1 0 2 
 1 2 1

(13)

The results of creating image gradient using Eq. (13) will be utilized to calculate
the magnitude image as seen in the following equation:
G[ f ( x, y)]  (G x f ( x, y)) 2  (G y f ( x, y)) 2

(14)
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Figure 2 Image gradation result by using different number of iteration.

2.5

The shapes Movement [6][7]

In this research, shape movement is performed twice. On the first movement,
the result of image gradation will be used to move shapes toward the
corresponding features. The shape movement is based on improvement of the
maximum gradient value. The landmarks move toward area which has the
biggest maximum gradient value. The last, the results of the first movement will
be used to the shape initialization. The shape movement will be controlled by
using eight movement directions. Formula used to move landmarks toward the
corresponding feature is the similarity transformation as written in the following
equation:

(txi' , tyi' )  M ( , s x , s y )[txi , tyi ]  (t x , t y )

2.6

(15)

Improvement of the Line Gradient Method [7]

On the previous research the line gradient was improved, but the direction of the
movement cannot be controlled. On the previous research [7], the maximum
line gradient value between the i th and the (i+1)th landmark can be calculated by
using the following equation:

if yti  yti 1 

1
1
yti  yti 1  xti  xti 1  xti  xti 1 then
2
2

1
xy  yti  yti 1  yti  yti 1
2

(16)
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if yti  yti 1 

1
1
yti  yti 1  xti  xti 1  xti  xti 1 then
2
2

1
xy  yti  yti 1  yti  yti 1
2
if yti  yti 1 

1
1
yti  yti 1  xti  xti 1  xti  xti 1 then
2
2

1
xy  xti  xti 1  xti  xti 1
2
if yti  yti 1 

1
1
yti  yti 1  xti  xti 1  xti  xti 1 then
2
2

1
xy  xti  xti 1  xti  xti 1
2

(17)

(18)

(19)

To obtain the line gradient between the first and the last landmark can be
calculated by using the following equation:

if ytn  yt1 

1
1
ytn  yt1  xtn  xt1  xtn  xt1 then
2
2

1
xy  ytn  yt1  ytn  yt1
2
if ytn  yt1 

1
1
ytn  yt1  xtn  xt1  xtn  xt1 then
2
2

1
xy  xtn  xt1  xtn  xt1
2
if ytn  yt1 

1
1
ytn  yt1  xtn  xt1  xtn  xt1 then
2
2

1
xy  ytn  yt1  ytn  yt1
2

(20)

(21)

(22)
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if ytn  yt1 

1
1
ytn  yt1  xtn  xt1  xtn  xt1 then
2
2

1
xy  xtn  xt1  xtn  xt1
2

(23)

The results of Eq. (16) until (23) can be utilized to compute the gradient value
along line as seen on the following equation:
xt l  xt i  l / d * ( xt i 1  xt i )  ( xt i 1  xt i )

(24)

yt l  yt i  l / d * ( yt i 1  yt i )  ( yt i 1  yt i )

(25)

In this case, landmark between (xti, yti) and (xti+1, yti+1) is represented by using
d. The maximum line gradient along line can be re-evaluate by using the
following equation:

if xy  d  1, then LG ( xt )  G ( xt ) *(d  1) /  (d  1   )

(26)

else LG ( xt )  G ( xt )
if xy  d  1 then LG ( yt )  G ( yt ) *(d  1) /  (d  1   )

(27)

else LG ( yt )  G ( yt )
In this case, G (xt ) and G ( yt ) are average value of gradient along line of xt
and yt, respectively. Whereas  represents constant value between 0.1 until 1,
and =1/. The value of G (xt ) and G ( yt ) can be calculated by using the
following equation:
d

 xt

G ( xt ) 

id

id 1

(28)

d
d

 yt

G ( yt ) 

id 1

d

id

(29)
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Integrating the Level Set Method Variation and Improvement
of Maximum Line Gradient Method to Detect Multi Features
as the First Movement [7]

On the previous research [7], combining the results of modeling improvements
according to Eq. (26) and (27) with level set variation method based on signed
distance can be performed by using the following equations:
|  ( LG ( xt )) | d ( LG ( xt ))  LG ( xt ).

(30)

less than 0 if LG ( xt )   


   greater than 0 if LG ( xt )   

equal 0 if LG ( xt )  


(31)

Surface line can be directly calculated by using the following equation:


 
N 

 


2.8

(32)

Enhancement of the Adaptive Shape Variants Average Values
by Using Eight Movement Directions as the Second
Movement

Not all the landmarks of the first movement results occupy the exact feature
points; therefore it is necessary to improve landmark movement. Novel
approach to improve previous research based on the adaptive shape variation
average values by using eight movement directions as second movement is
proposed. If the number of landmarks for the a th shape is na, then the number
of landmark variations on each shape variation can be modeled by using the
following equations:
S x1  [x1 x 2 ......x n1 ]
S y1  [y1 y 2 ......y n1 ]
Sx 2

 [x n1 1 x n1  2 ......x n2 ]

Sy 2

 [y n1 1 y n1  2 ......y n2 ]

.....
Sx k

 [x nk 1 1 x nk 1  2 ......x nk ]

Sy k

 [y nk 1 1 y nk 1  2 ......y nk ]

(33)
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Based on Eq. (33) the shape variation average value can be calculated by using
the following equations:
nk

 x

S x k 

a

a  nk 1

nk  n k 1  1

(34)

nk

 y
S y k 

a

a  nk 1

n k  n k 1  1

(35)

To improve the previous research, we proposed the shape movement to 8
directions by using the following equation rule, which are upward, right,
downward, left, up-right, down-right, down-left and up-left respectively as seen
Figure 3.

Figure 3 Description of landmark movement with 8 directions.

For upward direction, p value used is 1.
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If Sx a1  Sx a  ( Sx a1  Sx a ) and Sx a1  Sx a  ( Sx a1  Sx a )  cM a , p
and Sy a1  Sy a  ( Sx a1  Sx a )  rJ , then direction of shape movement can
be expressed by using the following equation:

 a ,1  Sx a1  Sx a  ( Sx a1  Sx a )

(36)

For the right direction, p value used is 2.
If Sx a1  Sx a  ( Sx a1  Sx a ) and Sx a1  Sx a  ( Sx a1  Sx a )  cM a, p
and Sy a1  Sy a  ( Sx a1  Sx a )  rJ , then direction of shape movement can
be expressed by using the following equation:



a,2

 Sx a1  Sx a  ( Sx a1  Sx a )

(37)

For downward direction, p value used is 3.
If Sy a1  Sy a  ( Sy a1  Sy a ) and Sy a1  Sy a  ( Sy a1  Sy a )  cM a , p
and Sy a1  Sy a  ( Sy a1  Sy a )  rJ , then direction of shape movement can
be expressed by using the following equation:



a,3

 Sy a1  Sy a  ( Sy a1  Sy a )

(38)

For the left direction, p value used is 4.
If Sy a1  Sy a  ( Sy a1  Sy a ) and Sy a1  Sy a  ( Sy a1  Sy a )  cM a, p
and Sy a1  Sy a  ( Sy a1  Sy a )  rJ , then direction of shape movement can
be expressed by using the following equation:



a,4

 Sy a1  Sy a  ( Sy a1  Sy a )

For the right-upper direction, p value used is 5.

(39)
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If Sx a1  Sx a  ( Sx a1  Sx a ) and Sx a1  Sx a  ( Sx a1  Sx a )  cM a , p
and Sy a1  Sy a  ( Sx a1  Sx a )  rJ , then direction of shape movement can
be expressed by using the following equation:



a,5

 Sx a1  Sx a  ( Sx a1  Sx a )

(40)

For the right-bottom direction, p value used is 6.
If Sx a1  Sx a  ( Sx a1  Sx a ) and Sx a1  Sx a  ( Sx a1  Sx a )  cM a , p
and Sy a1  Sy a  ( Sx a1  Sx a )  rJ , then direction of shape movement can
be expressed by using the following equation:



a,6

 Sx a1  Sx a  ( Sx a1  Sx a )

(41)

For the left-bottom direction, p value used is 7.
If Sy a1  Sy a  ( Sy a1  Sy a ) and Sy a1  Sy a  ( Sy a1  Sy a )  cM a, p
and Sy a1  Sy a  ( Sy a1  Sy a )  rJ , then direction of shape movement can
be expressed by using the following equation:



a,7

 Sy a1  Sy a  ( Sy a1  Sy a )

(42)

For the left-upper, p value used is 8.
If Sy a1  Sy a  ( Sy a1  Sy a ) and Sy a1  Sy a  ( Sy a1  Sy a )  cM a , p
and Sy a1  Sy a  ( Sy a1  Sy a )  rJ , then direction of shape movement can
be expressed by using the following equation:



a ,8

 Sy a1  Sy a  ( Sy a1  Sy a )

(43)
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In this case a,p, p index of  represents the direction, p=1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8.
For each p value represents upward, right, downward, left, up-right, down-right,
down-left and up-left respectively. Before Eq. (33) until (39) is applied, the
value of cMa,p is defined by a great positive integer and replaced with a,p from
the previous process, in this case rJ is the integer value defined by the user.

3

Experimental Results and Discussion

In this research, we use 7 parameters, which are scaling (sx and sy), translation
(tx and ty), rotation (), adjustment constant value of the shape initialization (),
constant value is represented by using ,  =1/, range distance (integer value)
is represented by using rJ and cM represents cluster minimum distance. The
parameter values used can be shown in Table 1.
Table 1

the parameter values used for our proposed method.

Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Symbol
sx and sy
tx and ty




rJ
cM

Values
0.8 until 1.2
-( + 4) until ( +4)
-150 until 150
0.15
1.5
10
999

Figure 4 Training set of six different persons.
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Figure 5 Part of our proposed method experimental results.

In order to test our proposed method, we use The Pentax camera to obtain 100
people photograph face image as training set, each person has limited tilt up to
about 15 degrees. Photograph face images consist of 83 men and 17 women,
while the expression of shooting time is by the normal expression. Facial image
photograph capturing is done by using almost the same lighting from one
person to each other. The distance between the camera and the person who
photographed about 150 cm. For each facial image photograph obtained is
2560x1920 pixels by photographer. This image is cropped on the face image
part only. The cropping results is converted into the gray scale image and
resized become 202x162 pixels. We employed 100 face sketches limited tilt up
to about 15 degrees as testing set, these are resulted by sketcher. For face sketch
image is digitized 1427x918 pixels and resized becomes 202x162 pixels. The
larger image size processed, the longer time consumed. To anticipate it, it is
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necessary to change training and testing set becomes 202x162 pixels. We have
put 28 landmarks of 7 shapes for all training set. Composite of the landmarks on
each shape is considered as feature. The right and the left eyebrow consist of 3
landmarks respectively; the right and left eyes consist of 4 landmarks
respectively; the nose consists of 5 landmarks; the lips consists of 4 landmarks
and the face curvature consists of 5 landmarks as seen Figure 4. It is part of
training set used in this research.
Small part of the experimental results can be seen in Figure 5 which contains 3
persons. The first row represents the landmark initialization on the testing set.
The second row shows the results of creating image gradation. The third row
represents the results of the improvement of landmark initialization by using
Eqs. (5) and (6). The fourth row shows the results of Integrating the level set
method variation and improvement of maximum line gradient method to detect
multi features as the first movement [7], it is clear that shapes cannot move to
the corresponding features. The last row represents the results of proposed
method which is enhancement of the adaptive shape variants average values by
using eight movement directions as the second movement. In the last two rows
on the first person, there was improvement on the feature detection results,
which are eyebrows, eyes, nose and lips. On the second person, there was
improvement on the feature detection results, which are eyebrows and eyes. On
the last person, there was improvement on the face curvature only. Inability to
move the shape to the corresponding features was caused by the energy of non
feature object greater than the corresponding features that will be detected.

Detection Accuracy (%)

Comparisons of Our Proposed Method Detection Results by Using Different Number of
Iterations on the Creating of the Image Gradation
120.00%
2 Iterations

100.00%

3 Iterations

80.00%

4 Iteration

60.00%

5 Iterations
40.00%

6 Iterations

20.00%

7 Iterations

0.00%
Face
Curvature

Right
Eyebrow

Left
Eyebrow

Right Eye

Left Eye

Nose

Lips

Fe ature s

Figure 6 Comparisons of our proposed method detection results using different
number of iterations on the creating of the image gradation.
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Table 2 The experimental results of face sketch multi feature detection using
our proposed method.
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Features
Face Curvature
Right Eyebrow
Left Eyebrow
Right Eye
Left Eye
Nose
Lips
Average

Percentage
The First Movement
Proposed Method
[7]
82.60%
87.00%
91.33%
93.67%
94.67%
96.33%
93.00%
95.25%
96.00%
97.50%
91.20%
94.40%
79.75%
85.00%
89.79%
92.74%

The Experimental Results of Face Sketch Multi Feature Detection Using Our Proposed Method

Detection Accuracy (%)

120.00%
100.00%

9 6 .3 3 %
9 3 .6 7%
9 4 .6 7%
8 7.0 0 % 9 1.3 3 %
8 2 .6 0 %

9 5.2 5%
9 3 .0 0 %

Face
Curvature

Right Eye

9 7.50 %
9 6 .0 0 %

9 4 .4 0 %
9 1.2 0 %

T he First Movement
8 5.0 0 %
79 .75%

80.00%

T he Second Movement
(Our Proposed Method)

60.00%
40.00%
20.00%
0.00%
Right
Eyebrow

Left
Eyebrow

Left Eye

Nose

Lips

Features

Figure 7 Experimental results of face sketch multi features detection using our
proposed method.

Figure 6 shows the experimental results by using the different image gradation,
optimal accuracy results can be achieved by using 5 iterations of image
gradation. If number of iterations used less than 5, shapes movement cannot
approach the corresponding features. If number of iterations used greater than 5,
shapes move toward incorrect area. The most appropriate iteration used is 5 as
seen in Table 2 related to Figure 7. Table 2 and Figure 7 show that the detection
percentage increases in the second movement compared to the first movement
for all features. Our proposed method prove that, by the shape movement
controlling using 8 eight directions can increase the result detection. The largest
error occurred in the lips feature, which is 100%-85%=15%. Whereas the
smallest error occurred in the right eye feature, which is 100%-97.5%=2.5%.
Although the most major errors are found on the features of the lips, the feature
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experiences the greatest increase in detection accuracy, which is 85%79.75%=5.25%. While the features of the left eye, although the feature
detection produces the greatest accuracy (97.5%), but increase in detection
accuracy of the second movement only 1.5%.

4

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, it can be concluded that:
1. To move shape toward correspondence features, the ideal number of
iterations used on gradation image was 5. If the number of iterations used is
less than 5, shapes movement cannot approach the corresponding features.
If the number of iterations used is greater than 5, shapes move toward
incorrect area.
2. The weakness of our proposed method is the inability to move shape
towards the corresponding feature when shapes have to pass through objects
that are not the dominant feature of the face. The simulation results has
shown that the feature stops at objects rather than facial features when the
shape is closer to the object and that object has a greater energy than the
corresponding features.
If the adjustment of the value of translation, scale and rotation is not big
enough, then the shape Initialization results will move away from features
detected. For future work, it is necessary to improve shape initialization
modeling. It can be conducted by detecting one feature position and followed by
other features.
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